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Abst ract - -The  macroscopic limit of the Enskog kinetic equation with three small parameters: 
the Knudsen number, the Mach number, and the scale of the diameter of the particles, is considered 
in ]C a. For some relations between the small parameters, the Enskog equation results in the Navier- 
Stokes equation for incompressible fluids completed by the Boussinesq relation and the temperature 
fluctuations equation. The global existence of classical solutions of the Enskog equation and conver- 
gence towards the macroscopic system are proved for small initial data (but independent of the small 
parameters). @ 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -K inet i c  equations, Navier-Stokes ystem, Singularly perturbed problem, Hydrody- 
namic limit. 
The Boltzmann equation, in the hydrodynamic limit, as both the Knudsen number and the 
Mach number are of the same order and tend to 0, is consistent with the incompressible Navier- 
Stokes equation (set [1-a]). 
Our aim is to study the incompressible macroscopic limit for the Enskog kinetic equation--a 
quite successful model of kinetic theory of moderately dense gases [4-8]. 
Tile compressible macroscopic limit for the Enskog equation has been studied in [9] at the level 
of the Enskog-Euler system. 
To our knowledge, this paper is the first one in which an incompressible macroscopic limit, of 
the Enskog equation is presented. 
We consider the kinetic Enskog equation with a constant pair correlation function (the so-called 
Boltzmann-Enskog equation) in the dimensionless form [101 
1 
Ot f + lvc  0x f = )-ffE.(f), (1) 
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where E~ is the (bilinear) Boltzmann-Enskog collision operator 
E~( f ) ( t ,x ,v )  
= f S (f(t, x + an, w') / ( t ,  x, v') - S(t ,x - an, w)S(t, x, v)) ((n. (w - v)) V 0) dn dw, 
Rs $2, 
S 2 = {n E R3: Inl = 1}, v' = v+( (w-v) .n )n ,  w' = w- ( (w-v ) .n )n ,  the (small) dimensionless 
parameter 0 < a < c~ is the diameter of particles, Cl V c2 = max {Cl, c2}, f = f ( t ,  x, v) is the 
one-particle distribution function, f : R~_ x R3 x ]R 3 --* ]i~, t E R~_ is time, x E ~3--position and 
v E R1--velocity variables. 
Note that for a = 0, equation (1) becomes the Boltzmann equation [1-4,10]. 
We start with the formal expansion procedure taking 
a = bG b = const > 0, ~ I 0. (2) 
This condition corresponds to the case when the particle diameter is of order of the Knudsen 
number, i.e., 
Na 3 = b (3) 
in the limit a ~ 0, N Too, where N is the number of particles. 
Formally, in limit (2), equation (1) leads to the solution of the form of Maxwellian 
/ Iv u(t, x) i [ y ,  u, T](t, x, v) -- g(t, x) (2~rT(t, x)) -3/2 exp [ 
2T(t, x) / / '  \ 
(4) 
for some fluid-dynamic parameters p (local density), u (macroscopic velocity), T (temperature). 
The solution to equation (1) is searched in the form 
f = M[Qo + eQ1, eu, To + sT1] + e2f (2) + e3f (3) + ... , (5) 
where 8o > 0 and To > 0 are constants (cf. [1,2,10]). 
Let w = w(v) be the global Maxwellian w = M[Qo, 0, To]. 
Consequently, 
M[Qo +eQ1 , eu,To +eT1] = w (1 +c¢1 +~2¢2) + .. , (6) 
where 
(~l(V) ---- ~01 3T 1 v .  u T1 v 2, 
15T12 3~1T1 lu]2 ( LOl 5T1)  
¢~(v)= 8T3 2~oTo 2--G +\  v .+  QoT0 2T3 2T3 
( Q1T1 5T?'~ TI[Vl 2 T?]vI 4 
+ ~,~ 4To3 j Ivl 2 + ~ v .  u + 8---~0 4 
Equation (5) together with (6) and (7) lead to the following set of equations: 
(V • U) 2 
(7b) 
P (0)V" Ox¢l) ---- 2b~J(1)(w,w¢l), (8) 
2J  (w ,•±f  (2)) = P±(wv.  0x¢l) - 2bP±j (1 ) (w,w¢ l )  - 2 J (w,w¢2)  - J(oJ¢l,w¢]), (9) 
~ (~o,¢1 +~v.Ox¢~+V.Oxf `~') 
(lO) 
= 2b2pJ(2)(w, w¢1) + 2bPJ(1)(w, w¢2) + bT)J(')(w¢l, we,) + 2bT~J O) (w, f(2)) , . . . ,  
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where Y = E.l.=o is the Boltzmann collision operator and j(k) is the symmetrization of the 
operator 
1 .](~:)(f,f)(t,x,v) = ~ / / ( ( (n .  0x) k f ) ( t ,x ,w ' ) f  (t, x,v')  
F~3 $2 
- ( ( -n .  Ox)': f ) ( t ,x ,w) f  (t, x, v)) (n . (w - v) V (,) ([i1 (Iw, 
7 ) and 7 9± are projections (in L2(w- l (v)dr)  onto A /= lin {.(~A~, j = 0 . . . .  ,4} and R = A/J- 
{f c L2(a;-l(v) dv) : J~3'~zj(v)f(v)dv = 0, Vj = 0, . . . ,4},  respectively, ~%(v) l/v%~i~o, 
u'i(v) = vj/Px/-~o-~oTo, (j = 1, 2, 3), and ~%(v) = (Iv[ 2 - 37} , ) / (~7}, )  are the collisi, m invari- 
ants, 
pj.(~,) = ~ (o(k) '~o o (k) 3 - -  + - - ~  . (11) 
From equation (8), we obtain the incompressibility relation 
Ox. u = 0, (12) 
together with the Boussinesq relation 
l+-~-bgo 0x(ToOl) q- l+-~b~o0 0x(9oTl )=0-  <,13) 
Note that this differs from the Boussinesq relation corresponding to the Boltzlllann e(lu~ttion 
[2,3]--cf. (22b). 
If _ol and T1 are regular and decay as Ixl --~ oo, then (13) implies 
27r 47r (1 ~bo~o) 0o1~=0. (14) (1 + -~-b0o) Zo~Ol+ + 
Using (12) and (14), we have from (10) 
~OoOtu + goU- 0xU + O×p = I tz  (0×)~u (15) 
~md 
where 
a.ild 
o~oOtT1 + OoU- 0x~/~ = Dz (0×)2T~, 
4~_ b ~2 #E = I+T~ 8o) t zB+4 ~X/~0b2p0 
(1G) 
(1~) 
(( ) (4 . )  ) 
3+47rbQo i+  +-5-boo  ~u+ 15 f~E = 3 + 4~bpo + (8/15)Tr2b29~ ~-b~oo 1 -- 9o 18) 
are tile viscosity and thermM diffusivity coefficients, respectively, #u > 0 and fi.u > 0 are the 
corresponding coefficients related to the Boltzmann equation [2,3], 
1 / VlV2L_I(vlv2~) dv, #B--  TO 
Ra 
1 
f~,u - 20T~ / IvL2vtL- '  ((Iv12 - 57L)~,,1~) dv,  
L = 2J(w, .), 
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the pressure p is defined as follows: 
21r b "~ 47rb "~ (1 47r 1T(2) (1 + +2--ff~bTo~. (19) p=plT l ( l+-~-po]+Top (2) +--~-bco0) + 3 -~-P0)  
The rigorous theory of relationships between equation (1) and system (12),(14)-(16) is at 
present far from being developed. 
In this paper, we announce the rigorous result for equation (1), under the assumption that 
a = be ~, b = const C ]0, b0], (20) 
where b0 > 0 is a sufficiently small constant (independent of the small parameters) and r is a 
sufficiently large number. Condition (20) is related to 
Na 2+1/~ = const, (21) 
in the limit a ~ 0, N T oo. 
Formally, equation (1) under assumption (20) with r > 2 results in the following system: 
Ox.u = 0, (22a) 
ToOxQ1 + goO×T1 = O, (22b) 
ooOtu + eou. Oxu + o~p = ~s fox)2-, (22c) 
and 
eoOtT1 + OoU. 0~rl = pB(0x)2rl, 
where the pressure p, for r = 2 is defined as follows: 
2~r 
p = cOlT1 -1- ToLO (2) d- T (2) + -~- b QoT0~ol, 
(22d) 
(2aa) 
a,l IIGIIo~,2 -< 0o, (24) 
then there exists a unique global solution f = co + ev/-dg in X ~'l to equation (1) with the initial 
datum 
f ] t=o= F = co + ev~G.  (25) 
Note that the form of solution f = co + ev/-g9 is consistent with (6). 
THEOREM 1. Let a and l be sufficiently large positive numbers. There exist positive constants t9 o 
and bo such that ire E ]0, 1], a fulfills (20) for r >_ 5, and G E Hoe,2 satisfies the smallness condition 
whereas for r > 2 
p = cOlT1 + ToO (2) + 1T(2). (23b) 
3 
We establish relations between equation (1) and system (22), for r _> 5, by extending Bardos 
and Ukai's result for the Boltzmann equation [11]. We need the Banach spaces used in [11]. Let 
H~ = H~(N 3) be the Sobolev space (with respect o x-variable) equipped with the norm l[.[[~, 
and let Hc~12 = {f =/ (x ,v )  : <.)~f E Loo(R3;Ht2),esssupb, L>R(V>'~l[f(.,v)[[~  O, as R ~ oo} 
equipped with the norm []. ~ l 11~£,2 = esssup[v[e~ 3 (v) [[f(., v)[l~, where (v) a = (1 + Iv[) ~. Moreover, 
let L~ = {f = f (v ) :  ( .)af e L~(N3)} and X aJ = C([0, oo[; H•'I2 ) • Loo(0, oo; H•I2). 
We can now formulate our main results: 
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TttE()REM 2. Let g be given by Theorem 1. Then, there exists positive nlm~bers (I1 ~ (1: ~md 
II < / and g(O) E X ~''z~ such that 
~.]-('~ 1 ,ll ) 9 ----+ g(O),  weakly* in Loo O, oo;-oo,2 , (2Oa) 
g ~ g(O), strongly in C ([5, t,] x K ;L~) ,  
ti)r al~y tl > 5 > 0 and any compact set K ~ IR 3, and g(O) has the form 
(2Oh) 
9 ) = ,/g¢1, (2Oc) 
where (~1 is #yen by (7) and (Ol, u, Z l )  satisf ies system (22). 
The proofs are obta ined  by the spectra l  analysis of the l inear ized Bo l tzmann operator  [11,12], 
the  (veloc i ty  and t ime)  averaging propert ies  (cf. [10, Lemma 3.7.1]), and app l icat ion  of the Bardos  
and Ukai  methods  [11]. The  detai ls  wil l  appear  in a fo r thcoming publ icat ion.  
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